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When you hear the word tinsel, your mind will 
willingly drift to thoughts about Christmas. Used 
to adorn trees and homes around the holidays, 
the metallic garland was invented in 1610 in 
Nuremberg, Germany – the same country that 
created the Christmas tree concept. Named for its 
shiny or sparkly nature, tinsel comes from the old 
French word “estincele”, which means sparkle.  

While the inventor remains unknown, in its earliest 
days, tinsel was made from shredded silver that 
was hammered thin and cut into strips. It wasn’t 
until years later that machines were invented to 
process the metal into its final product.  

In the 1800s, tinsel was made out of thin strips  
of tin-laminated sheet brass or even silver-
laminated copper wire. Because all of this material 
was expensive, historians believe tinsel was 
reserved for the wealthy. Later in the 1900s,  
tinsel was made out of tin and lead to preserve  
its shiny nature often blackened by nearby 
Christmas candles. However, the harmful effects 
of lead-laden tinsel became apparent in the 
early 70s, causing the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration to end all production of tinsel with 
lead. Yet, the shiny, metallic tinsel was so popular, 
manufacturers developed new varieties quickly to 

not disturb the public’s decorating capabilities. 
Stanniolfabrik Eppstein even patented his  
own tinsel formula made from an alloy of tin  
and antimony.  

The 90s brought tinsel made of ordinary plastics 
with a shiny finish from metallization, a process 
of heating and evaporating a metal like aluminum 
to leave a thin coating. This type of tinsel is still 
what is used today. For holiday fanatics, it’s hard 
to believe that such a small decoration could have 
such a great and expansive history. When you’re 
stringing tinsel this year, remember all that it took 
to get the metallic garland into your hands and  
on your tree. 
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News on demand.

When you need it fast!
Whether you’re just getting started or in the middle of a project, 
time is money. That’s why Texas Iron & Metal offers fast on-site 
loading, same-day or next-day delivery. Get what you need 
and get back to work — that’s supply on demand! 

check out  
our surplus 
supply.
Texas Iron & Metal is proud 
to be your ally for Prime and 
Less-Than-Prime© angle iron 
in a variety of angles.

Buy surplus angle iron today!

Click Here

True or false: 

How many times can 
steel be recycled? 

Answer

See if you can answer 
the question.

we want You 
to take a guess.

Call Today!  Contact us to learn more. 
713.672.7595

713.672.7595  |  865 Lockwood Drive  |  Houston, Texas 77020   
texasironandmetal.com

Have a question for Texas Iron & Metal? Want to know more about the stories  
seen here or a product? SEND YOUR QUESTIONS TO THE PRESIDENT!

PRODUCTS OFFERED:

BUY NOW!

Don’t see what you’re looking for? Give us a call and if we  
don’t have what you’re looking for, we’ll help you find the right  
product or size, just for you.

Need products with traceable mill certificates? In addition to surplus 
product, we’ve got industry-compliant material with available mill test reports 
ready for purchase. 

Need materials quickly? With inventory located in various locations nationwide, 
we sell and ship material quickly to fulfill the needs of our customers, which 
include fabricators and shipyards across the U.S.
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